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Overview 

■  2001: FearNot! 
– The why and what of empathic agents 

■  How can we build them? 
– Theories and architectures 

■  Do they work the way we expect? 
– Some examples 

■  What’s next? 



A vision.. 

■  Education against bullying for 9-11 year olds 
–  Using drama not exhortation 

•  Ethical problems! 

■  So: a virtual drama in which a character is 
victimised 
–  The child acts as ‘invisible friend’ and gives advice 

•  Augusto Boal: Forum Theatre 

–  Watches episodes to see how advice plays out  

■  The child must care what happens to the 
character: empathy 





So what is empathy? 

“An observer reacting emotionally 
because he perceives that another is 
experiencing or about to experience an 
emotion”  (Stotland 1978) 

– Fostering of emotional engagement 
– Can result in empathic relations between a 

user and an agent 



Type of Empathy 
(Davis 1994) 

Outcome 

Cognitive Understanding or knowing 
the emotional state of 
another: 
Related to Theory of Mind 

Affective Experiencing an emotion as 
a result of the emotion of 
another: 
‘everyday’ version of 
empathy 
 



Mediating Empathy 
(1) via the situation- the 

observer concludes the 
emotional state of the target 
from the situation the target 
is dealing with.  

(2) via emotional 
expressions - the 
observer interprets the 
behaviour of the target: 
for example, when a 
target cries that he/she is 
probably sad.  



Empathic agents via outcomes 
■  Cognitive: 

– The situation in which the character is put, 
story, drama 

– The actions it takes 
• Ability to model affect, as part of action-

selection – does not require embodiment 

■  Affective 
– Contextually appropriate expressive 

behaviour: facial, gesture, posture, voice 
• Embodiment helps a lot here 



Empathic Agents 

Users experience  
empathic emotions 
 

Agent shows empathy  
towards users and other 
characters 

 First order empathic agent:  
able to perceive and represent 
another agent's emotions and 
generate an appropriate emotion in 
response 
 
Changes in agent affective 
 state 

Relational empathy: 
agent’s behaviour and features  
encourages users to build an 
empathic relationship with it 
 
Changes the user affective state: 
persuasive impact 
 
 



Who needs it? 

■  Logic is better, right? 
–  According to Descartian dualism it is 
–  But humans actually have an integrated cognitive-

affective system 

■  Negotiation agents? 
–   Humans concede more to opponent expressing 

anger 
–  Less to an opponent expressing happiness 
–  Replicates with synthetic characters   

•  De Melo et al 2012                                                
based on Van Kleef et al 04, 06 , 10 



Theories and architectures 

Psychology 
Theories of 

affect 

Actions 

Theories of 
personality 

 
Expressive behaviour 

 



Theories and architectures 

■  Health warnings: 
– Descriptive categories reused for 

generation 
• Running categories backwards 

– Population descriptions applied to 
behaviour of individuals 
• Much of bullying literature 

– Long-term behaviour generalisations 
applied to individual actions 
• Qv use of Big Five 



Ekman’s primitive emotions 
Happiness Surprise Fear 

Sadness Anger Disgust 



Russell’s classification 
■  Circumplex Model 

of Affect 
–  Russell 1980 

■  Two components 
(1) pleasure-

displeasure 
VALANCE 

(2) arousal-sleep 
AROUSAL 

■  Adding a third: 
–  Dominance  

•  To split anger 
and fear  

PAD: Pleasure, 
Arousal, Dominance 

 



Goals, Beliefs External Events 

Coping 

Emotion 

Appraisal 

Problem-
focused 

Emotion-
focused Coping 

Smith and Lazarus’ cognitive-motivational-emotive system  

Generating appropriate 
behaviour:Cognitive Appraisal Theory 



FatiMA - an appraisal-based 
architecture 



Facial Action Coding System (FACS) 

■  Definition of muscle groups on the face 
that perform a visible expressive action 
–  44 of these, eg: 

 1: Inner brow raiser 
6: Cheek raiser 
 14: Dimpler 

■  Original use: coding of expressions from 
video recordings of interaction 

■  New use: graphical facial animation 



A smile according to FACS 

■  AU12 

– Change in the 
nasolabial furrow 

– Change in the 
infraorbital 
triangle 

– Change in the lip 
corners 



Duchene smile 

■  AU12 (Lip Corner 
Puller) 

 + 
■  AU6 (Cheek 

Raiser) 
■  Associated with 

happiness 



Does all this work? 

■  FearNot! 
–  1000 participant study: angered by bully, sad for 

victim 
–  Longitudinal study 

•  455 in the intervention group, 487 in the control group 
•  UK = 520 children; Germany = 422 children 
•  UK pupils were older (9.36 vs. 8.34) 

–  FearNot increased the probability of escaping 
victimisation in the combined and UK sample 

–  FearNot decreased the probability of 
victimisation only among UK children 



And then… 

■  Cross-cultural empathy? 
– ORIENT: absence of expressive 

behaviour 
• Similarity principle 

– MIXER, Traveller 
•  Invoking negative user         

emotions 
• Basis for reflection about            

cultural assumptions 





An agent that expresses 
empathy? 

■  EMOTE: an empathic robot tutor that can: 
–   respond to the emotional states of a child 

empathically 
–   form a such a socio-emotional bond with a child 
–   so as to facilitate the learning process 
–   without any negative consequences to other 

aspects of the interaction? 

■  A different sort of learning from FearNot! 





Detecting user affect 

■  Via expressive behaviour? 
■  Via performance? 

– Speed? Number of ‘right’ answers? 
• Application specific 

■  Via physiological sensing? 
– Changes in skin conductivity, heart-rate 



Physiological changes and emotion 

■  Function of the autonomic nervous system 
–  the part of the nervous system responsible for 

control of bodily functions not consciously 
directed 

•  E.g. breathing, heartbeat, digestive processes, 
sweating, pupil dilation 

■  Some of these can be linked to arousal 
–  Faster heart beat; skin conductance due to 

sweating 



From expressive behaviour to affect? 

■  Sensors can recognise some expressive 
behaviour 
– Facial expressions: lots of work on smiles 

• Eg. OKAO sensor 
• Now embedded in cameras and photo libraries 

– Gestures: associated with Kinect and LEAP 
sensors 



Problems 
■  Dramatic extremes are very rarely seen 

–  NOT anger, fear, disgust, delight, sadness, 
surprise 

–  BUT excitement, boredom, irritation, frustration, 
enthusiasm, stress, satisfaction, amusement 

–  Affect is usually low-key and always dynamic 
■  Variations in emotion expression are quite 

high 
–  Situation-specific, User-specific, … 

■  Problematic mapping from expressive 
behaviour to emotions 
–  The meaning of a smile? 



Miserable smile 

■  Combination of 
AU12 (smile) and 
sad action units 
AU1 and AU4 

■  Acknowledges 
feeling unhappy 
but signals that the 
misery is contained 
(as least for now) 



Angry smile 

■  Combination of 
AU12 with angry 
facial action (AU4) 

■  “There are 
daggers in men’s 
smiles.”   
–  (Macbeth) 



Monitoring physiology 

■  Growth of sports sensors 
– Heart-beat 

■  Bio-feedback sensors 
– Skin conductance 

■  Microsoft Band 



And where now? 

■  Application to new areas 
– Bickmore: internet-based medical follow-up 

agents 
– De Melo et al: negotiation agents 
– Social robots; e-commerce? 

■  Non-model-based approaches 
– Can agents learn empathic behaviour? 
– How about mirroring behaviour? 

■  How to evaluate? 



Conclusions 

■  Empathy-invoking agents certainly 
feasible 
–  Uses in education, therapy, training, persuasive 

applications 

■  Empathy-displaying agents much harder 
–  What behaviour and why? 
–  How do we establish the user affective state? 
–  How do we evaluate the contribution this makes? 



QUESTIONS? 


